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ABSTR4CT

A multiphase reacting flow computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code has been developed for the simulation of
industrial size combustors and reactors. The code is being converted to run on a parallel-processing computer by
using the Message-Passing Interface (MPI) language. This conversion is being done in stages, and the first stage,
which includes conversion of the low-level solver, has been completed. The need for parallel computing capability in
industrial scale, multiphase reacting flow problems is discussed, and timing results with a parallel solver running on
one to thirty-two processors are presented.

INTRODUCTION

A multiphase reacting flow computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code has been developed for the simulation of
industrial size furnace combustors and fluid catalytic cracking (FCC) reactors. Currently, mukiphase flow
simulations of the code with reaction and radiation can be run on serial computers for small problem sizes of up to
20,000 nodes and up to 100 reaction steps. To fully utilize the current state of the art in CFD analysis involving
complex chemistry and physics, industrial scale flow analyses sometimes require over 1 million nodes. The most
viable approach to scaling problems of this size is through parallel computing, in which tens to thousands of
processors are linked together to solve a common problem. Parallelism can provide the computational power to
fully utilize the unique capabilities of coupled multiphase, reacting flow CFD codes with thermaf radiation. The CFD
code had its core linear equation solver parallelized and a sequestered set of communication subroutines has been
added to the code which lay the foundation for full parallelization and allow the multiphase code to run in parallel
with only the loops in the core solver parallelized.

INDUSTRIAL COMBUSTOWREACTOR APPLICATION

A CFD code ICRKFLO was developed to simulate FCC riser flow. An FCC riser is used to convert crude oil to
more vahtable lighter oil products, such as gasoline. A riser has two major types of inlets: one for crude oil and the
other for hot catalyst particles. The crude oil is injected in a liquid spray. Heat transferred from the hot particles
vaporizes the liquid droplets. Then, oil vapor reacts on catalyst surfaces, An FCC riser flow contains three phases: a
gas phase carrier medium, a feed oil droplet discrete phase, and a catalyst particle discrete phase. All phases undergo
convective, diffusive, and turbulent transport in a reacting flow mixture of chemicaf species with momentum heat,
and mass transfer between the phases[ 1].

All the governing transport and conservation equations for the three phases are elliptic-type partial differential
equations. For convenience in numerical formulation, they are arranged in a common form, For the gas phase, this
form is:

(1)

in which & is a general flow property, x, arc the three space coordinates , 131s gas vohtme fraction, I-Ii are velocity
components, r is effective diffusivity (calculated from both [aminar and turbulent viscosities and an appropriate
nondimensional scafing factor), and St is the sum of source terms.
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For droplet and solid phases, the Eulerian approach is employed, and the formulation is:

(2)

in which ~ is a general droplet or particle property; nk is droplet or particle number density of kt” SiZe group; ud,kj are
droplet or particle velocity components of k’hsize group in the x,, r is droplet or particle diffusivity resulting from
interaction with turbulence in the gas phase [2]; and St is the sum of source terms.

A control volume approach is used to convert these governing equations to algebraic equations on a staggered,
discretized grid system. The afgebraic equations are solved iteratively with proper boundary conditions. In the
calculations, Patankar’s SIMPLER computational scheme [3] is used to solve the pressure linked momentum
equations.

An example of computed multiphase reacting flow result with large scafe features is shown in Figure 1. The
figure includes three plots: (a) catafyst volume fraction, (b) feed oil droplet volume fraction, and (c) gasoline mass
fraction with gas phase velocity vectors. Figure la show how the catalyst is distributed in the reactor. Figure lb
shows how the feed oil is injected into the reactor and mixed with the catalyst. Figure Ic shows where the feed oil is
vaporized and cracked by the catalyst into gasoline. This information can lead to the optimization of the unit
performance and the development of advanced systems.
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Figure I Computed Flow Properties of an Industrial Size FCC Riser

ELEMENTS OF MULTIPHASE REACTING FLOW ANALYSIS THAT RELATE TO PARALLELISM

The primary motivation for developing parallel computing capability for mukiphase reacting flow analysis of
industrial size systems lies in the wide variety of phenomena, spanning different time and length scales or different
virtual spaces (for example, droplet size space) that are being modeled in these types of CFD codes [4-8].
Adequately resolving the scales of the interacting processes in these systems easily reaches the limits of the fastest
serial computers. One goaf for practical engineering computations is to be able to complete a computation in four to
eight hours. If this goal is met, then a computation with one set of parameter values can be completed within one
work day, checked for convergence and reasonableness, and restarted to run overnight if necessmy. l%e elements of
multiphase reacting flow analysis that place large demands on computing resources and make paraflel computing a
good candidate for achieving the one day computation time goal are bnetly outlined in the following paragraphs.

Often these large-scale systems cannot be well modeled experimentally by scaling them down to a laboratory
scale. Also, these systems frequently have harsh operating environments in which experimental data gathering may



be very difficult even for optical techniques. Combustors and FCC risers are two examples of such environments.
CFD analysis, then becomes an important tool to augment and make sense of what data is available. These systems
generally require a lot of computational resources to resolve tlow structures and local processes in different regions
of the system with size scales that may range over several orders of magnitude. The use of parallel processing can
facilitate mtdtiphase process and local flow structure resolution in large systems within a reasonable amount of
computing time. The CFD codes can then be used for a variety of tasks including: optimization of system operation,
system problem isolation, system management, analysis of system design improvements for retrofit, and investigation
of design alternatives for new systems.

A large scale up of problem size that involves moving to grids that may use an order or two more computational
points is done with spatial decomposition of the computational domain for all three material phases in a
gas/dropIet/particulate or liquicWubbie/particulate flow system. The grid partitions may then be assigned to tens or
hundreds of processors in a large parallel computer or distributed computing environment. Under these
circumstances the computation for each phase can be assigned to a large set of processors to gain the advantage of the
natural partitioning of the problem between the material phases.

The problem size of multiphase reacting flow problems is not solely a function of the need for spatial resolution
of hydrodynamic flow features. The problem size for these types of problems is also a function of the number of
chemical reactions included in the reaction model, and the kind of mathematical modeling applied to the discrete
phases (particles, droplets, or bubbles). The chemical kinetics and multiphase formulation dramatically increases the
number of coupled partial differential equations (PDEs) to solve beyond the few that govern the hydrodynamics. In
an Eulerian formulation for the discrete phases, the size spectrum of droplets, bubbles, or particles is dkcretized into
size groups, and the conservation laws of mass, momentum, and energy yield a set of PDEs for each size group. In
some cases studies may be done using mono-sized particles, however, for vaporization or condensation, droplets or
bubbles grow or shrink in size creating an evolving size spectrum [1]. The resolution of this size spectrum is
determined by the number of size groups. The momentum equation is a vector equation with three component PDEs
in three dimensional space. Therefore, there are 5 PDEs to solve for each size group. Using as few as five to ten size
groups for the discrete phases in a three phase problem leads to 50 to 100 PDEs for the basic conservation laws of the
discrete phases. Chemical reaction also greatly adds to the number of PDEs to solve. For each chernicaf species in
the reaction set, one PDE transport equation governing chemical specie concentration with reaction source and sink
terms is added. Often a highly reduced chemical kinetics model is used to limit the number of these chemical species
PDEs, but the number can range from 10 to 1000 or more depending on the level of detail needed in the chemistry
model. On a serial computer with 128 to 768 megabytes of memory, memory size limits the problem size to a range
of approximately 20,000 to 100,000 spatial grid nodes and 50 to 100 coupled nonlinear PDEs. Problems that
consume the maximum amount of memory available on a serial machine may take days to reach a converged solution
if convergence is achieved. Note that a 30x30x100 grid is 90,000 nodes.

APPROACHES TO PARALLELIZATION

Two primarily different approaches to paralielization were investigated, An important goal in both approaches
was to provide a means to do continuing development of the CFD code on single processor personaf computers or
workstations. Development work on these single processor platforms can be done very rapidly at relatively low cost,
and therefore preserving this capability was considered to be very important. In addhion some engineering level
applications can be run on these inexpensive and nearly universally available platforms, so preserving the capability
to run the CFD code in a production mode for parametric studies on a fast personal computer was also considered to
be necessary. The first approach to parallelization was to use an expert system that allows user interaction to setup a
process for automatically converting a single processor CFD code to a parallel version. CAPTools (Computer Aided
Parallelization Tools) developed at the University of Greenwich [9] was chosen as the software package to use for
trying to automate the conversion process. After extensive testing, CAPTOOISwas judged to be of benefit primarily
for the one time conversion of legacy serial codes in porting them from serial to paraflel computer platforms. Using
CAPToOls, as contemplated, to frequently convert a complex, serial, mulliphase CFD code undergoing continuous
development to a parallel code for parametric studies on a highly parallel computer was judged to require too much
work each time the code needed to be reconverted to parallel (possibly monthly or more).

The second approach to parallelization was to use a sequestered set of inter-process communication subroutines
to implement parallel processing capability direct]y in the CFD code. The communication subroutines are set up to
handle any number of processors including the degenerate case of one processor. The MPI set of communication
functions was chosen to implement the communications [ 10]. MPI is m industry standard portable [ibrary of inter-
processor data communication and control functions for programming parallel algorithms. Nearly all MPI function
calls are contained within the sequestered communication subroutines. A set of simple tie-off functions was
developed to provide the comect trivial return values when the CFD code is in use on a personal computer or
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workstation that does not have an MPI library available. These tie-off functions are collected in a small module that
can be simply included in the compilation and executable module build process on a single processor machine.

An incremental approach to conversion to a fully parallel code using MPI was chosen to allow for continuing
development during the conversion process. The first step in adding parallel processing functionality was to make
the code fully functional on an arbitrary number of processors, including one, with a parallel core linear equation
solver. About 70 percent of computation time is spent in the core solver, so some significant speed up was expected
with this parallel hmctionality on machines with 2 to about 16 processors. Problem size is however still limited at
this stage because the entire grid still must tit on processor zero. The grid is partitioned in the axial flow (X-)
direction, and data is passed out to each of P processors by processor O at the start of the inner iteration. The inner
iteration employs an alternating direction implicit (ADI) scheme within each processor for the Z- and Y-directions.
This is embedded in a multi-colored Gauss-Siedel sweep which involves neighbor-neighbor data exchanges in the X-
direction. Future versions will incorporate decomposition in each space dimension.

The overall structure of the code with the parallelized core solver is shown in Figure 2. Processor Zero handles
atl inputioutput functions, the overall iteration control and convergence checking functions, and the computation of
coefficients and source terms for each of the linearized PDEs that the low level solver is called to solve. The low
level solver starts up on all processors. The partitions of the coefficient matrix and constant vector are packed in a
buffer and broadcast from processor zero to the other processors via a binary fan-out. Each processor solves its
partition of the problem interactively, swapping ghost cell information after each sweep over its portion of the
decomposed domain. The solution vector, which is an improved estimate of the solution of one coupled PDE in the
set of PDEs to be solved, is then communicated back to processor zero in a gather data procedure via a binary fan-in
[11]. The outer control loop on processor zero, uses the updated solution of each PDE to compute updated
coefficients and constant terms of the linearized discrete equations of the other PDEs in the system to be solved. It
also checks for global convergence of all PDEs, and if the convergence criteria are met or a specified number of
global iterations has been exceeded, it outputs results for post processing (plotting, etc.), convergence information,
“mda restart tile that allows the global solu~ion afgorithm to resu-meexactly where it left off.
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Figure 2: Simplified Flowchart Showing Implementation of the Parallel Solver

PARALLEL CODE VALIDATION

Validation of the parallel code is accomplished by using a restart capability in combination with a highly
converged problem solution of the serial version of the code. At each point in the paraflelization process where the
paraflel version can be run from the restart file, however inefficiently, the parallel version is restarted from the seriat
version restart file. If the partially converted version iterates at the highly converged solution without diverging from
it, then it is considered to duplicate the numerical algorithms of the serial version with a high level of confidence. AS
a final check at major milestones, the parallel version is started from the initial guess for the same problem and
convergence to the same solution within a very smatl tolerance is verified. The tolerance for 64 bit floating point
calculations is 10-12.
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PERFORMANCE WITH PARALLEL CORE SOLVER

Performance on a Cray T3E-600 is shown in Figures 3 and 4 for a relatively smafl, fixed size, problem
consisting of 9x7x202 = 12726 cells. At the current stage of conversion to a parallel CFD code the entire grid is
allocated in the memory for each processor, however, all processors except processor zero only perform work on
their assigned partition and participate in communications. Only the low-level solver runs in parallel. Depending on
the problem, 70 to 80 percent of the computing time is spent in the low-level solver. Figure 3 shows the total
solution time and the time spent in the solver vs. the number of processors. Also shown is the breakdown of
communication and work for the solver time. It is apparent that the communication overhead for the solver is not
significant until 32 processors are used. It is also clear that the remainder of the code will need to be parallelized to
achieve significant reduction in solution time and to avoid the data replication that currently limits the problem size
and degree of parallelism.

Figure 4 shows the speed-up for the solver only, with and without the data-swap overhead. The solver attains a
speed-up of 19 on 32 processors of the T3E - quite respectable for fixed problem size performance. Larger problems
will attain processor utilization closer to unity. There is no section in the remaining code that will inhibit parallelism.
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SUMMARY

A complex, serial, multiphase reacting flow CFD code is being converted to a parallel CFD code to take
advantage of additional computing resources available on highly parallel to massively parallel computer platforms.
The conversion is being done in stages to allow continuing development of the modeling physics and chemistry
during the conversion. The first stage of conversion, which included conversion of the low-level solver and the
implementation of a basic set of inter-process communication routines, has been successtidly completed. The
partially converted CFD code runs on both parallel and non-parallel platforms using MPI and an alternate set of tie-
off functions. Timing tests on a Cray T3E-600 indicate that problc.m size can be scaled up dramatically with good
parallel processor utilization once the full code is converted to parallel processing.
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